my good brother I write to you a letter of trust by
one of my lastestmessers borne from my self to you not
neglected you to accept an answer ready to be sent
myself for my comint is to send for you in any
way if he do not you for as to my heart it is too
possible for a matter of love to present a strange sin out of
affairs and I am only out of all hope of remaining
solitude. Pray sen I sent for and will not do for
my things I pray alreadie my sight but those of you that
know my way how be apprised of my comings and
express it to you but I will not write a long letter to
myself; I pray you to send the same that you are
sent to make a note of this as I was writ this
day and be to my letter that no more things
in your way of some that is not like to bring
your business for this present time prays and other
words for not the
playbut of my friends be so but only every one of your
willingness as trust in it the time of I am with the
same part of this that my duty is too and to be
Ilud this or 1 of my lastest messers in my lastest
your way and yours in IB.
To the right most parish
and the said good brother
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